
One of the most beautiful places in the Baltic States
Gauja National Park is the largest and oldest of the national parks in Latvia. The Park protects the rich

nature of the ancient Gauja River valley and its surrounding areas as well as the vast diversity of plant,

bird and insect species found here. 

The origins of the ancient Gauja River valley go back more than 350 million years, but its current ravine-

ridden terrain was moulded by the glacier meltwater at the end of the Ice Age. The Gauja, which is the

longest river in Latvia (452 km), winds through the national park. 

Today, the park is a place where legends of the past live alongside modern and cozy guest houses,

restaurants and leisure spots. 

Here you can enjoy the aura of antiquity in old manors and castles, receive a burst of energy at one of the

ancient sacred places or experience the healing properties of the springs. You can also touch trees

planted by kings, hear your voice echoing off sandstone rocks, let the nature trails carry you off into rich

forests or enjoy exciting adventure activities. 

Natural spectacles are the order of the day in

Latvia's national park: whether impressive

sandstones, gigantic rocks or mysterious caves

such as the large Gutman's Cave - the richly

forested landscape reserve has a few surprises in

store for you.

ENTER NATURE »

We invite you to discover Latvia, travelling

through time and enjoying the tranquility of the

historic residences of the aristocracy fanned by

centuries of impressive history. The authentic

hospitality of the nobility awaits you, offering

fine dining and accommodation options.

ENTER MANORS »

The Gauja National Park offers a variety of

activities throughout the year. Haski rides, boat

trips through scenic areas, laser tag, action-

packed adventure parks, ski resorts and much

more. Variety of adventures allows each

traveller to choose one’s own pace and scenario.

ENTER ACTION »

Whether medieval castles and magnificent

palaces, hiking trails, sports and leisure

activities, craftsman workshops, museums - with

its mix of nature and culture, tradition and

modernity, the national park is made for a

vacation with children. 

ENTER FAMILY »

ENTER TRAIL ROUTES

Gauja National Park offers an impressive number of beautiful routes of various difficulty. Browse through

the already prepared routes of Enter Gauja, choose the one that suits you best, and feel free to hit the

road!

ENTER TRAIL ROUTES »

Best Viewpoints in the Premieval Valley of Gauja

The route covers the best viewpoints over the

landscape of Sigulda. But in order to enjoy these, one

shall get to know the steep crests and sags of the

primeval valley. The nature lies in close interaction

with what has been created by men.

Best Places to Shoot Photos 

The local natural conditions have affected and

contributed to the development of very diverse

heritage monuments which have developed a unique

landscape over the course of time thanks to the

interaction of man and nature.

ENTER HEALTH AND SPA

Enjoy a variety of spa treatments, massage, special sauna rituals and swimming in pools. Peace and

clarity might enter your mind, strength and beauty permeate your body, and inspiration fill your soul.

The guest house Jaunlīdumnieki is created as a

place for recreation, where to find harmony with

nature and inner balance. This charismatic house is

made as a modern rustic design country cottage

offering leisure in the middle of woods.

 

Ziedlejas - a place to gather strength and

inspiration, and share the joy with loved ones. In line

with trends in modern architecture and authentic

traditions, we have created different Pirts, where you

can experience rituals, sessions and events. 

WHERE TO STAY...

From stately to cozy - overnight stays in the Gauja National Park

Doesn't everyone dream of sleeping in a castle? In the Gauja National Park you can make this wish come

true, because some of the castles and manors offer royal overnight accommodations. If you like it a bit

more bourgeois, you can stay in one of the numerous guest houses and vacation apartments, book a

hotel or pitch your tents on one of the campsites. 

Enter Gauja has created a mobile application which is easy to use and will

help you to stay on the right track in the national park.

Download Enter Gauja mobile application to enjoy your visit at the Gauja

National park. 

GETTING HERE
Gauja National Park is easy to reach from the capital of Latvia - Rīga. There are trains, buses available

every hour. You can buy tickets online (www.1188.lv or www.mobilly.lv) or at the station.

TRAVEL SAFE
Information for travellers to Latvia on the provisions for preventing the spread of COVID-19 HERE

All persons travelling to Latvia must fill out an electronic form on the Covidpass.lv website not

earlier than 48 hours before entering Latvia and provide the requested information concerning

vaccination, testing, or recovery from COVID-19.

Restrictions on entry to Latvia depend on the country the person is travelling from and on whether

the person has been vaccinated, or recovered from COVID-19.

Read the information and entry conditions before traveling HERE.

Enjoy seeing exciting and unique content of nature, adventures and wildlife in Gauja National Park? Follow us on

social media for more!
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